Abstract
Introduction
The Hough transform is a core routine in computer vision for extracting lines, circles and ellipses [2] , [4] . The Hough transform accumulates evidences of the existence of curves by having image points vote in the parameter space. In its standard form, a full-scale voting is conducted. The probabilistic Hough transform (PHT) saves computational time by approximating the full voting with a partial voting [3] .
In our applications, we have used PHT and its variants to extract multiple circles and ellipses of different strengths under detection. We have found that the original formulation of PHT did not consider existence of multiple curves [3] . Further, we have found that a recent variant called Progressive PHT (PPHT) [5] , though capable of dealing with multiple curves, can admit false positives and miss signals. Our preliminary investigation has indicated that this is largely due to the omission to account for the peak spreading phenomenon [4] and secondly to the use of a hypothesis testing strategy that is ineffective for rejecting signal-like false positives.
In this work, the following enhancements are made to the probabilistic Hough transform.
Localized parameter vector search guided by evidence clusters: With full voting, a signal induces a cluster of high vote-count parameter vectors around the signal parameter vector due to peak spreading. In the voting process, the signal-induced parameter vectors are more likely to cross a predetermined threshold and form clusters earlier than the others. The search neighborhood can be defined as desired (e.g., the smallest hyper-rectangle to enclose all the threshold-crossing parameter vectors in the cluster). Parameter vectors in the neighborhood are exhaustively tested. Note that while the signal parameter vector should have the highest vote count at the end of a full voting, it can happen during PHT voting that certain other parameter vectors in the signal-induced cluster reach the predetermined threshold first. By delaying testing until an evidence cluster is found, unnecessary tests can be avoided.
Distinctiveness measure for hypothesis testing:
Rather than testing the hypothesis (i.e., an instance of curve returned by the voting procedure) for its viability by counting the number of image points compatible with it, we utilize a feature that measures the distinctiveness of a curve in its immediate neighborhood as proposed in [1] . The distinctiveness feature has been shown to be effective in rejecting signal-induced false positives and to be capable of assigning a high score to a small-strength signal. The distinctiveness feature can play an essential role in ensuring that only signals are accepted and removed. To see this, note that if a false positive near a signal is accepted and removed, the signal can become damaged beyond recognition in the subsequent iterations. Furthermore, the image points left on a damaged signal will probably lead to additional false positives. Since only signals are detected, removed, and unvoted, the Hough parameter space is kept consistent with the detection process, and the effect of multiple-signal correlation is reduced.
The remaining part of this paper presents the enhanced PHT and the preliminary results regarding the cluster size.
Input: a binary image I, the cluster admission threshold m, the support threshold k, and the distinctiveness score threshold for acceptance, w Output: parameter vectors of curves in image I [ 0] initialize the data structures PS, C, A; [ 1] obtain a random permutation L of the image points in I; [ 2] while (p = L.next() != nil and stopping rule not yet satisfied) { [ 3] vote p in PS, receive a list LF of pv's with vote count >= m; [ 4] cluster-label pv in LF if not already done so; [ 5] for each c in the clusters C with size >= k { [ 6] compute the search neighborhood SN; [ 7] compute distinctiveness score di for each unlabeled pv in SN; [ 8] let pv_max be the parameter vector with the maximum di;
add pv_max to collection A; [11] remove from L the subset S of pixels compatible with pv_max; [12] un-vote image points in S that have already voted;
remove cluster c and label pv's in its enclosing SN as searched;
[17] report parameter vectors in the collection A; 
The proposed method
The proposed probabilistic Hough transform is listed in Fig. 1 . In Line 0, the data structures are initialized, including PS, an array of accumulators for the parameter space of the SHT; C, the clusters for storing the adjacent parameter vectors with vote counts over the threshold m; and A, the collections of the accepted parameter vectors. In Line 1, image points in the input image I are scanned off and a random permutation is obtained and stored in L. The random permutation is required to remove idiosyncrasy in the ordering of image points created by the scanning process; it helps to ensure that each point has an equal probability of being the next one selected. Line 2 to Line 16 contains the main loop, which is terminated either by exhausting the image points in L or by an externally imposed stopping rule (e.g., a predetermined number of image points subjected to voting has been reached). In Line 3, the currently selected image point in L casts its votes in the parameter space PS, during which the parameter vectors in PS with vote counts reaching the threshold m are collected. In Line 4, each of the parameter vectors collected in Line 3 either joins an existing cluster in C if it is adjacent to a parameter vector in it, or forms a new singleton cluster by itself in C otherwise. The loop from Line 5 to Line 15 processes the clusters with k or more parameter vectors; such a cluster is called a´Ñ µ cluster. In Line 6, the search neighborhood is computed. For example, a search neighborhood can be defined as the minimal hyper-rectangular region in PS enclosing the parameter vectors in a´Ñ µ cluster c. In Line 7, a distinctiveness score is computed for each of the parameter vectors in the search neighborhood. The parameter vector that receives the maximum score is identified in Line 8, and is determined for acceptance in the conditional statement from Line 9 to Line 13. In Line 9, the distinctiveness score received by the parameter vector being tested is compared against a threshold (see [1] for details). In Line 10, an accepted parameter vector is added to the collection A. In Line 11, image points compatible with an accepted parameter vector is removed from the list L. In Line 12, among the removed image points, those that have already voted have their votes retracted from the parameter space PS [5] . In Line 14, the k-supported cluster subjected to searching and testing is removed, and parameter vectors in its search neighborhood are labeled as searched. In Line 17, the accepted collection of parameter vectors are reported.
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The behavior of the proposed algorithm in Fig. 1 is de- termined by the choice of Ñ, the cluster admission threshold for admitting a parameter vector into a cluster; and , the cluster size threshold defined to be the number of con-nected parameter vectors in a cluster for a search to be commissioned.
In general, the cluster admission threshold Ñ should be greater than the minimum number of image points to uniquely determine an instance of the curve under detection. For example, the value of Ñ should be at least 3 for line detection and 4 for circle detection, respectively. Under this constraint, a small Ñ means being opportunistic in the choice of parameter vectors for clustering; conversely, a large Ñ implies being conservative.
The cluster size threshold determines the degree of mutual support required among the parameter vectors in a cluster before a search is commissioned. A with a value of 1 implies that we are solely relying on the value of Ñ to regard a parameter vector as being likely to correspond to a signal.
The parameter pair´Ñ µ determined the computational time spent on voting (evidence collection) and verification (hypothesis testing). In the next section, we shall consider the effect of the value of , leaving the treatment of that of value of Ñ elsewhere.
In Line 6 of the proposed PHT, the search neighborhood is computed. In the simplest case, parameter vectors in a cluster are tested directly. Since the distinctiveness score can be computed in Ç´Òµ time for each parameter vector [1] , where Ò is the number of image points in the input image, the computational complexity of searching a cluster is Ç´ Òµ. A more elaborate type of neighborhood (e.g, the smallest hyper-rectangle to enclose all parameter vectors in the cluster) can be used to increase the probability of "netting" a signal, but the number of distinctiveness score computations can increase as well.
Preliminary results
We have obtained some preliminary results. In Fig. 2 , the traffic sign contains two concentric circles, of which the the outer circle is incomplete. The SHT and the enhanced PHT with Ñ ¾ , both of which augmented by the distinctiveness feature extractor for hypothesis testing, are compared. The same detection performance has been obtained. However, in terms of computing time, SHT takes ½ ¾ sec while the enhanced PHT takes less than sec. (Note that all timing information is obtained on a Pentium M/1.6 GHz PC.) Thus, a ten-fold speedup is obtained. The improvement in computation time without sacrificing detection performance is attributed to the use of the distinctiveness feature, which correctly accepts signals and rejects false positives.
In the second experiment of circle detection, we compare the effect of singleton-based search, where are tested immediately when they are returned by the voting procedure in Line 3; the latter implies that only clusters of size two or more (i.e., clusters with parameter vectors receiving mutual support) are tested. In both cases, Ñ .
Note that the Hough parameter space is reset every time after 50 image points have voted. This helps preventing large number of parameter vectors to cross the specified threshold Ñ when voting continues. An image of size ¾¼¼ ¢ ¾¼¼, which contains one circle with a radius of ¼ and a center that is randomly generated but so that the circle in its entirety is within the boundaries of the image. The image is then doped with 10% and 15% pepper-and-salt noise, respectively (see Fig. 3 ). The images contain around 4000 (resp. 5400) image points on average at 10%-noise (resp. 15%).
The comparison is made by recording the following data until the target circle is picked up: AE sample , the number of samples taken (i.e., the length of the PHT voting period); AE test , the number of distinctiveness tests conducted, (note that the number of clusters for the case with ¾ is recorded as well); and the computational time used. The results are recorded in Table 1 and Table 2 , where the entries are sorted by AE sample .
While more test runs are needed in order to make the findings conclusive, some general trends can be observed from Table 1 and Table 2 .
First, the case with ¾ consistently spends longer time in the voting round in order to accumulate more support, which in effect delays the computation of distinctiveness score. As a result, the number of distinctiveness score computation is generally fewer than that of the case with ½ . Thus, there is obviously a trade-off between voting and distinctiveness score computation. Second, as the total number of image points increases due to the additional 5% noise from Table 1 to Table 2 , more image points are required to vote in order for the signal to be picked up. The increased noise also implies that the distinctiveness score takes longer to compute. Hence, it is seen that the case with ¾ is consistently better than the case with ½ in terms of total computation time. This indicates that the concept of evidence cluster can lead to large computational saving when the input is complex and contain many image points.
Third, there is a large variation in the number of samples
